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ABSTRACT 

!his .1/11(/1· 11 ' '' in!c•mf,•d lo id~mif.i· !he e((i!CI o/pm•erly 011 academic per(ormcmce ojjmpils 

in ) ·alia ::one, )'a/Iii dirision. KiiZii distriCI. Kenya. In !he revie11· of related literature. all 

rclc\'unt .\ourcc.\ 11'ere rerisired und rhese greatly assisted the researcher in gelling a clear 

pieture of 1rhm the e111ire s!udr 11'a.l' mean/to entail . 

. I descriplire design ll'as adopted jilr this particular study si11ce, if 1l'US all about 

descriptire of' a sce11ario. Questionnaires formed the hasis ofga!hering data hy serving as 

!he mum imtn!lnen!.l)or dalct collec1io11. Datu colleC!ed ll'liS sorted, coded and prepared i11 

Jn'<JIIc'll<'ie.l a!ld fWrce!llages H'hich in this case had to he presented in tahles. The findings 

.from the s/11(/)' re1·eah•d 1lw1 education and academic performance of learners are adversely 

afli:cted by different social economic factors such as food availability as well as proper 

nutritiun. Rcull11111c'Udations were made \\hich calkd for sensitization of the public of the 

i111pnrtancc· pn>per and stable family background and how they inlluence child 

de\clopmcnt 



1.1 Background of the study 

CHAPTER ONE 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

.\endemic economists and international development agenctes claim that an educated 

population is essential for economic growth and. more generally. for a higher quality of 

life (Lucas. 1988: Barro. 1991: Mankiw. Romer and Wei!. 1992: UNDP. 2003: World 

Bank. 2000). One of the eight Millennium Development Goals is that by 2015 all children 

in ric\ c·loping cuuntric·s should finish primary school. Yet developing country students who 

finish primar\ school often perform poorly on academic tests (Glewwe and Kremer. 2005). 

and the value of a ··]m\ quality"" education may be low. 

\l:tn) .tudi,·:. hct\c' cit tempted to estimate the impact of school and teacher characteristics 

on 'tudcnt pc'l"ft>nnance. yet most have serious estimation problems that cast doubt on their 

results (sec Cib\ we. 2002. and Glewwe and Kremer. 2006). Almost all existing studies are 

"'retrospective."" that is based on data collected from schools as they currently exist (in 

contrctst t'' dat11 cnlkctcd fhm1 a randomized trial). Yet even the best retrospective studies 

olkr only limited guidance due to their estimation problems. the most serious being 

omilled variable bias (unobserved school. household and child characteristics that are 

correlated with obsen·ed school variables). and measurement error in school data. This has 

led to '' tdc· \ ariation in the estimated impacts of key variables. For example. of 30 studies 

f"rum de\ eloping countries reviewed b) Hanushek ( 1995). 8 found significantly positive 

impacts of the teacher-pupil ratio on student learning. 8 found significantly negative 

impacts. and 14 found no significant impact 
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lmprm emcnt of the quality of education in Kenya has been a key feature of reform 

proposals of the government. These educational reforms largely focus on basic education. 

which in Kenya covers both primary and secondary education. Attempts towards realizing 

Free primary education is now being oiTered to ensure every child has an equal opportunity 

to the primary education. While the government is trying to ensure this. a lot of work is 

11l.·ing done tl> impro\ e the quality of the same education. Focus is on better pupil 

achievements in all the areas covered in the syllabus at all levels. 

1.2 Statement of the Pt·oblem 

While the Kenyan government's investment m education has increased smce 

independence. both m terms of real expenditure. and the percentage of government 

spending allocated to education. equity is still an issue. as indicated by the Kenya Country 

Report (Government of Kenya. 1995) and the Education For All (EFA) Assessment Report 

1 l1Nl·.SCO. 20110). There arc large regional differences in access to primary education and 

in the quality or primary education. 

This research sought to establish whether poverty is impacting on academic performance 

of pupils. 
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1.3 Objec!iY(' of the Study 

1.3.1 General Objective 

The general objective of this research was to identify the effect of poverty on academic 

performance of pupils. 

1.3.2 Specific Objective 

Through the production and dissemination of this research. the aim was to: 

I. Investigate the relationship between ethnicity and socio inequalities on education. 

2. To im·estigate the socio-economic impact on education. 

3. Analyze the effect of socio-economic factors on school attendance. 

lA Rcscard1 questions 

l. What is the relationship between ethnicity and socio inequalities on education? 

? . What is the socio-economic impact on education? 

3. \\"hat are the c!Tects of socio-economic factors on school attendance0 

1.5 Significance of the study 

l'he researcher will be able to get first hand information on the effects of socio-economic 

be tors on academic performance of pupils. 

fhe schools in Kitui benefited from the research as it helped the administration to know 

htm best to handle pupils from different backgrounds. 

rhc research \\ill be of great help to other students in the Institute of Open and Distance 

karning who might wish to enhance the same later. 
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1.5 Scope of the study 

The research \\as carried out between Sept 2010 and Dec 2010. The study focused on the 

impact of socio-economic factors on academic performance of pupils. The research was 

conducted in Yatta Zone. Kitui district. The respondents to the research were pupils as well 

as the te;1chcrs and parents in selected primary schools. 

1.6 Limitations of the study 

In conducting this study. a number of challenges were encountered, including: 

,\ttitudcs I O\\ards the Exercise - Some respondents were unwilling to Ji·eely share the 

tnfonnation. This mac he mainly true at the local level because of fear of not knowing 

\\hether the· information could go to their superiors with repercussions. Nevertheless, the 

researcher tried and overcame these limitations to collect sufficient and representative data 

tu rc;1ch tlw conclusl,,ns herein. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.0 lntmduction 

!his chapter gives reference to what other scholars have written about socio-economic 

factors on academic performance of pupils in school. 

2. J Ethnicity and social inequalities in Africa 

Work on inequalities and education in Africa has mainly focused on gender. socto-

economic status. or geographical location. The principal limitation with existing research 

exploring ethnic inequalities in education is that many studies fail to account for the role of 

pulitical structure in the relationship between ethnicity and education. and in particular. the 

role of the ruling elites in Al!·ican states and the impact of their exclusionary practices 

along ethnic lines. 

Recent writinl! on ethnicity in Af!·ica stresses the role of the colonial state as the architect . ' 

<>!" l"tllllic ~roup-;. through the creation of administrative units that were subsequently 

labeled in ethnic terms ( Oucho. 2002 ). This approach has emphasized the extent to which 

ethnic consciousness was externally imposed in a context of unequal power relations. The 

colonial legacy in Al!·ica created uneven development in agrarian commercialization, 

tmnsJl< >rt im c·stmcnt and educational opportunity. and thus the location of an ethnic 

group"s h<llllC territory determined its access of public goods. such as education. Groups 

located near the colonial capital. a rail line or port. or centres of colonial commerce were 

well situated to take advantage of these opportunities. 
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~lcmhcrs of such groups were f!·cquently t(nmd in schools. government offices. and 

commercial houses established in these areas (Horowitz 1985, p.151 ). In other instances, 

colonial powers liwored ethnic groups more systematically and deliberately. The Germans 

clearl 0 l[t\orcd the L·\\C in Togo. the English the Baganda in Uganda. and the Belgians the 

l'utsi in Rwanda and Burundi and the Lulua in Congo. These groups became more 

educated in comparison with their fellow countrymen and -women. a situation that helped 

build resentment and frustration among the excluded groups (Platteau. 2000). Even though 

c·thnic groups ''ere constructed by colonial administrations. the advantage or disadvantage 

of belonging to a particular ethnic group soon consolidated ethnic difference into material 

ethnic divides. 

While theoretical debates about the definition of ethnicity continue (eg. Scbildkrout. 1978; 

\\cimc·ic·IL I. <!7': nan ton. 1998). this paper adopts a constructionist perspecti\'e on 

ethnicity. \\hich argues that ethnic identity is not primordial or fixed. but '"the product of 

human agenc). a creative social act through which such commonalities as speech code. 

,·ultural practices. ecological adaptation. and political organization become woven into a 

cuthci<>thnc·ss ul" 'ilnrl'd ickntity" (Young. 1994. pp.79-80. quoted in Yeros. 1999. p.4). 

Once constructed. ethnic identity appears to be naturaL primordiaL and essentiaL In this 

paper. ho\W\ cr. we are less concerned with ethnic identity as such; rather, we are 

intl'rcsted in ho\\ ethnic markers such as language. skin colour. or heritage become 

materia! as :r result of political practices. 

RcleYant to these questions is a body of empirical work on the relationship between ethnic 
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inequalities and social and economic opportunities and exclusions in Africa. Gun·'s (1993) 

quantitatin~ study, which attempts to make cross-regional global comparisons. indicates 

that Sub- Saharan Africa is the region with the largest number of politicized communal or 

dhnic groups. cklincd as groups which "experience economic or political discrimination", 

according to clcllned criteria. or groups which "have taken political action in support of 

their collective interests", and that these groups comprise more than 40 per cent of the 

population of the region ( Gurr. 1993 ) . 

. \nothcr study. by Gore ( 1994.). in Afl·ica. lists possible forms of ethnic inequalities arising 

fi·mn c:,clusions f!·mn access to land, to production factors (labour. inputs). to formal and 

inJ(mnal employment. and to organizations and representation. Numerous examples of 

ethnic tension and \ iolcnce in the African countryside are rooted in severe conflicts over 

~H.:ccss tu ~CH!\.'l' resource~ including the conflicts between local Nuni and Mossi 

immigrants in \\estern Burkina Faso, between farmers and Maasai herders in Kenya and 

lanzania. and bct\\cen local llshermen Jl·om Kayar and migrant llshermen from Saint

Louis in Senegal ( Plallcau. 2000). 

l'ost-cnlonial undemocratically elected governments in Africa. often brought into power by 

an interest group or ethnic group, are responsible for creating inequalities among the 

communities through exclusionary practices. Their weak legitimacy incites them to adopt a 

di\ ide and rule approach. and to create marked inequalities in access to resources, 

frequently manipulating and exacerbating the language of ethnicity (Sindzingre. 1999). 

According to Bard han ( 1997), the political machinery of patronage is used in many African 
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stileS to exclude certain groups from decision-making at all levels, whether local, regional 

ur national. 

An example of the material effect of preferential access to resources along ethnic lines is 

the sllldy conducted by Brockerhoff and Hewett ( 1998). They found etlmicity to be a 

signilicant factor in explaining the pattern of child mortality in Kenya, where children of 

the ethnic group of the country's president the Kalenjin, were 50 per cent less likely to die 

bel\mo age Jl\e years than others. despite their almost exclusively rural residence. The 

researchers also discovered that levels of complete childhood immunization were 

signilicantly higher among groups with high-level government representation. because 

such political inlluence gave them better access to health clinics and well-paved roads. 

Stewart (2002) equally nbserved that social and economic inequalities in Uganda were 

predominantly between the centre/south and the , and between the Bantu and non-Bantu

speaking peoples. 

According to Oucho (2002) and Oyugi (2000). the allocation of government resources in 

postcolonial Kenya has followed an ethnic pattern, in which important political and 

administratiYe individuals haYc favored the home region. own tribe or clan. During 

President Kenyatta · s regime ( 1963- 1978). certain parts of the Kikuyu community gained 

considerably. 11 hile President Moi ( 1978 - 2002) granted similar advantages to his tribe

the Kalenjin. These practices resulted in seriously unbalanced modern development and 

inequalities in the country, and contributed to ethnicity becoming an important site of 

idcntilication and conllict. 
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This rc\ iC\\ section has shown that ethnicity is the important criterion according to which 

:;roups dclinc and identify themsei\'Cs in Ali·ica. It is through this ethnic identification that 

compL'lition l(ll· inlluence in the state and in the allocation of resources takes place. Our 

general concern with the relationship of state policy and issues of inequalities is explicit 

"ithin the educational arena. 

2,2 \Vhat arc the socio-economic factors bearing on school attendance? 

Children and Health -children are very susceptible to environmental health related diseases 

such as diarrhoea ami \\onn infestations due to their under-developed immune systems. 

Children bear almost se\'enty percent of the diarrhoea disease burden in Kenya and this is 

largL'i' attributl'cl to unsafc water and poor sanitation. 

School Attendance - in rural Kenya. a signiflcant amount of children's time is spent 

rl·tclnng \\11\LT l(H· cooking nnd \vashing or taking animals' long distances to drink water. 

!"his has an impact on school attendance. Girls and Education -lack of. or inadequate. 

sanitation in schools. especially toilets. affects girls more than boys clue to their special 

hygien.: needs. This is especially so for those who have attained the age of puberty. Abagi. 

( l . ..:t "I. I 'N.i 

Pcrli.>rmancL' at School - improved 1\ater supply and sanitation 111 schools reduces 

incidences of water-related diseases among pupils. This translates into regular school 

attendance and consequent!) higher academic performance. Teachers - may not be willing 

t<l a<:ccpt postings in areas where there is inadequate water and sanitation. 
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In Kcma. the pnmary causes of many childhood illnesses and poor health (diarrhoea. 

schistosomiasis. trachoma and scabies). are water- and sanitation related. Children have the 

right to be as healthy and happy as possible. Being clean. healthy and having access to 

clean \\atcT and proper sanitation facilities contributes to a happy and healthy childhood. 

Worm infection. which is one of the main causes of disease in children between five and 

fourteen years in Kenya. is mainly spread through inadequate water and sanitation e.g. skin 

and t:~ c inf-:ctions. 

In ltunilics and \ illagcs without improved \\ater sources. children have to fetch water from 

riYcrs. dams and open wells. This exposes them to risk of drowning and injuries. 

i'hL' spread of" malaria. the leading cause of death among children less than five years in 

Kcn\a. 1s accelerated by poor sanitary conditions such as the existence of open pools of 

\\ ~llcr around homes. which act as breeding sites for mosquitoes. Where sanitation and 

hygiene facilities are absent in schools. or they are poorly maintained. schools become 

health kvards and an impediment to effccti\'e learning. 

lmpro\ ing sanitary conditions in schools. in the community and around the homes. 

together with improvements in hygiene. drastically reduces the incidence of diarrhoea and 

helminthes infections among school children. A study conducted to quantify the effects of 

'mi< HIS \\ ater and sanitation interventions on health has demonstrated that the simple act of 

'>\ashing hands at critical times can reduce the incidence of diarrhoea by up to 35%. 

(Sifuna. D. N. 2003) 
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.·\cccss to imprO\ eel water and sanitation. especially in poor peri-urban areas. is a crucial 

element in reducing morbidity and mortality among the under fives and school age 

children. 

Health impnl\ements in children resulting li·om improved water. sanitation and hygiene 

education lead to increased school attendance and eventually better performance 

(her ~()'~ o ,,(the populations in rural areas. particularly in ariel and semi-arid regions of 

Kenya. haw no access to water. As a result many children are regularly forced to miss 

school to look Ji.>r \Yater for domestic and animal use. Coclough. C. 1986. 

I he· mc·idc·nee of comnHm illness such as diarrhoea and intestinal worm infections in 

inll>nnal settlements related to inadequate water. poor sanitation and hygiene are the 

caus.cs of fi·.cqucnt absenteeism by pupils. 

( 'hildrcn \\ ith wmm inl"estation experience higher rates of absenteeism from school than 

non-inJected children. Consequently. they spend less time in school and are disadvantaged 

in the· learning process. Teachers often have to turn children away from school if they are 

not clean or their clothes arc dirty. In crowded places where there is not enough clean 

\\atc'r. skin d1scases like scabies spread quickly. 

llw pro\ ISWn <lf sale water and sanitation 1n schools is key to realizing national 

commitments llll "'basic education for all"' by the year 2015.The availability of water and 
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sanitation reduces the time spent fetching water. especially by girls. This allows them to 

concentrate on schoolwork. 

In nomadic communities in Kenya the provision of a safe and reliable water supply would 

lcicilitatc' a sedclllar) lifest;. le. hence making it easier for the authorities to set up long-term 

educational facilities like classrooms for the children. Abagi, 0. 1999. Children who suffer 

se\ere ear],· childhood diarrhoea enter school later than their classmates. and perform 

worse in non-verbal intelligence tests. 

Water and h) gicne arc contributing factors to malnutrition especially helminthes infection. 

This has an adwrse effect on a child's school performance. Arsenic exposure in unsafe 

drinking water has been shown to retard children's intelligence. Lack of safe water and 

adequate sanitation facilities means children especially from arid and semi-arid lands 

U\S·\l.s) sacrifice part of their school lime to look for water hence have less time for 

studies. 1\bagi. 0. ct al. 1993. 

The proviSion of sail: water and sanitation facilities reduces the incidence of childhood 

diarrhoea. allowing uninterrupted attendance at school. A reduction in helminthes 

inl;:ctions through the provision of safe water. improved sanitation and hygiene promotion. 

reduces malnutrition among children. giving them the opportunity to perform better at 

school. 

The proviSion of an improved water supply ensures water for drinking is safe from 

pnlL'ntial chemical pollutants that could easily interfere with the development of children's 

brains and cwnlually afTect academic performance. 
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Girls reqtmc sanitary facilities that give them pnvacy and dignity. Lack of sanitation 

L1cilitics causes girls to drop out of schools. due to the embarrassment of sharing toilets 

with boys. especially when they reach puberty. Absenteeism is one of the causes of poor 

academic performance and girls are more likely to be regularly absent from school due to 

poor. or lack oL sanitary facilities in schools.( Abagi. 0. 1999) 

Culturally. children and particularly girls are supposed to help their mothers with water 

collection and other domestic chores. This means they are not able to attend school and are 

denied an opportunity to enjoy their right to education. Inequalities in access to safe water 

especially in rural arc'as. l<.wccs young girls to spend hours daily fetching water. causing an 

enormous drain on their energy. productive potential and health. This disrupts their 

academic activities. 

Installing separate toilets fix girls and boys at school can help bring teenage girls into the 

cla"I"<lO!ll and ensure regular attendance. Providing water and sanitation at school is one of 

the best IVa) s of bringing equal opportunity to children born into a world of disparities, 

particularly girls. 

Making '' atcr and sanitation facilities accessible means girls have more time for their 

studies and ~1s a result concentrate on improving their academic performance. Improving 

\\atcr and sanitation in schools enables girls at puberty. who have special sanitary needs, to 

practice proper personal hygiene thus reducing the incidence of water-related diseases. 

Retention and recruitment of teachers is problematic where schools lack adequate water 

and sanitatiun l(tcilities especially in arid and semi-arid regions. When te<Jchers fall sick 
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f"i·om water- and sanitation-related diseases. they are more likely to be absent from school, 

and this \\iII consequently affect performance of students. Abagi. 0. 1999. 

\\'ater- and sanitation-related diseases are some of the m'\)or opportunistic infections 

common among people living with !-!IV/AIDS (PLWA), which has resulted in the deaths 

t)f m::nw teachers leaving many schools with a shortage of teachers. Improved water and 

sanitation l[lcilities reduces water and sanitation related morbidity hence teachers are less 

lih·l) to be absent Ji·om school and therefore are able to devote more time and concentrate 

on teaching. 

A majorit) of female teachers have to set up time for domestic duties including water 

collection. Prm iding safe water and sanitation facilities to households leaves teachers with 

time to concentraie on their work. The government should strengthen the implementation 

ol' school health activities with emphasis on water. sanitation and hygiene through 

appropriak polic' support. Sifuna. D. N. 2003. 

fhc gt>vernment ,hould prioritize resource allocation for water. sanitation and hygiene in 

the health sector in general and school health in particular. The government should 

incorporate into the teacher training curriculum, basic training and reJi·esher courses related 

to sanitation and h' giene. There is a need to develop and implement cost eiTective and 

sustainable models lor promoting hygiene and sanitation in schools and informal settings. 

Social-economic implications on education 

llntil 1 tJ45 the problem or social class in education was seen by social investigators and 

polic' makers alike primarily as a "barrier to opportunity" (Olive Banks. 1976). There are, 
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however. factors of considerable importance which have been seen for many years as a 

'crious handicap to good school progress among the children from disadvantaged 

hac kgn nmds. 

One of these factors adversely affecting school attendance of children is poverty. Poverty 

may be due to low wages. unemployment. large family or the loss of family breadwinner. 

llll'rc me nwn' \\ays in which extreme poverty might be expected to exert an influence on 

school attendance. 

Malnutrition and poor living conditions are bound to have an influence on the health of the 

child. and so directly or indirectly affect his ability to learn. Pre-natal damage may occur in 

the· c·hild o1' a result of inadequate pre- natal care limited incomes among lower class 

nunilies have been found to restrict the provision of school books. building funds, and 

other necessary materials to ensure good performance and attendance at school, 

(Kinyanjui. 1979). 

t ln the othcT hand lov.cr class J'amilies ha\'C been found to have lower aspiration for their 

children than upper class J'amilies due to opportunity cost of the child according to 

(Michael Todaro. 1977). Some of the studies have concluded that, the intellectual 

stimulation that reinl(lrccs the schooling experience is less likely to be present in lower 

incnmc !Cunilic:s: and that socio-economic background contributes to absenteeism and 

dropout rates ( 1\.inyanjui K. l 977). 

Rural studies in United States of America provided valuable insight that appeared to 

provide a most important J'actor governing the school attendance. Melntire. 1918 in effects 
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of Agricultural Employment upon school attendance; and (Folks 1920) reported a strong 

inlluence of seasonal farm demands on pupils· attendance. 

In Kenya the roles of boys and girls before and after school during harvests do influence 

their attendance at schools. Over 80% of the people in Kenya live in the rural areas. and 

derive their income !!·om fanning. It has therefore been observed that poor families who 

cann"t ammi to employ casual labourers during land preparations. ploughing and 

harvesting dr:m their children Jl·om school to work on the family farm or look after cattle 

: Raju B. 1973 ). 

Studies in Tanzania by Mbilunji. 1974 and others on the school community and class 

found that regional and locational effects are less important than the set up of the child's 

lr1mil) background. traditional social structure. and stratification among peasant and 

traders in rural areas. 

Sh:trma :md Sapra ( 1971) in their Indian study. found dropouts and non dropouts to differ 

in their attendance rates. Pupils with less than 60% attendance rate were seen to be 

potential dropouts. Jamison and Me Nally ( 1975) found attendance to fluctuate with the 

ll1nning calendar in rural areas. 

According to researches done (e.g. Dentler 1965 ); the attributes that are considered as a 

disadvantage leading to dropout are only aspects of a general pattern of stratification but 

arc circular statements ol" "hat is involved in school withdrawal. They pointed out that 
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socio- economic disadYantage is the equivalent of an educational disadvantage which in 

turn is producti\ c of poor school performance . repetition. disinterest and even 

withdrmval. 

The concept of social class is useful because it refers to more than just the effect of 

parental education. occupation. incomes or any of a number of correlated variables that are 

used to measure socio- economic status. 

1\.ohu. Melum.1963 in his contribution on "Social class and Parental-child Relationship has 

pointed out that. "members of difll:rent social classes. by virtue of enjoying (or suffering) 

diflerent conditions of I i le. come to see the world differently and to develop different 

conceptions ni' social reality. different aspirations. hopes and fears and different 

conceptions of the desirable". 

The definition of social reality and its concomitant aspirations may be the root to 

explaining the barriers which operate to reduce educational participation of children from 

lm\Cr class origins relative to those fl·om higher ones. Levin. H.M .. 1976 concluded that 

there an: those barriers that are within the school structure. Levin pointed out that the 

external barriers may include family expectation. limited incomes. 

Tlw i<mcr class family may have lower expectations for its children vvith respect to 

Education. Similarly. lower incomes may restrict the provision of funds for tuition. books. 

uniforms and other charges for special courses or examinations. The barrier within the 
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school structure includes the systematic differences in educational resources between 

school registcring different students clienteles. For instance better teacher's better facilities 

and other educational facilities are available to children from higher social class origins 

compared to those of low class background. 

Sc\ era! studies em the causes of absenteeism and dropouts have been undertaken in 

de\ eloped countries (Beirn ct a! 1972). Miller. 1964) their limited focus to these countries 

reduces their activities for purposes of educational planning in developing countries. For a 

pour cmmtry like Kenya where a large amount of its GNP is spent in Education. incidence 

uf absenteeism and dropout rates can be seen as wastage of national resources. This is a 

m[\jor concern among academic and ol1icial circles and has been referred to once and again 

in many previous researches and official reports for example (Raju. 1973). Mutua. (1975). 

In Kenya an imcstigmion on the elTccts of the social ~economic determinants of repetition 

and early school withdrawal at the primary level and their implications for Educational 

Planning \\as conducted by .John A. Nkinyangi ( 1977). His study revealed that the socio~ 

economic background of a family inlluenced the rate of drop out and attendance 

throughout th<: <:ducational levels. He concluded that because of the interaction between 

school fees and school attendance on one hand. and performance on the other. it may be 

that repeaters arc more likely to be from families which cannot best provide the necessary 

tuition. additional books. priv-ate coaching and other necessary preparation to ensure 

'-iL'kt.:tiDn to a .sccondnr} school. 
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3.0 introduction 

CHAPTER THRim 

METHODOLOGY 

This section entails the methods used to collect the data necessary to answer the research. 

It is di\idcd into: 

3.1 Research design 

The study adopted a descriptive research design. This enhanced the researcher to obtain a 

betler understanding of the problem of socio-economic factors on academic performance 

of pupils. The method chosen allowed a collection of comprehensive intensive data and 

pro\ idcd an in-depth study on why past initiatives had not produced the desired results. 

3.2 Population of study 

The populations of stud0 were teachers. pupils and parents in selected primary schools in 

\atta /one. 

3.3 study sample 

With regard to above the study employed stratified sampling as follows: 50 Pupils of the 

sample suflicc.~ teachers Jl·om each school. I 0 parents of the sample size sufficed 

3.-t Research inst•·uments 

Questionnaire 

Primary data was collected by use of questionnaire and interviews. filled by relevant 

parties to obtain ideas on what constitutes teaching methodology. These were designed in 
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both open and closed ended form. The method ensured a high proportion of responses and 

higher return'-' rate. 

Interview method 

This took face-to-face interactions with the teachers in the school. Secondary data was 

obtained from the Ministry of Education magazines. annual report records and other 

'"'"'':trchcs dune. This gm c other information required in the research. 

3.5 Research procedure 

The researcher had an introductory letter from the University and presented it to the area 

authority to obtain permission for study. This gave directives to the local administrators at 

grass root lc\ cl for acceptance. Aller acceptance by the authorities the major task of 

collecting data begun immediately. 

3.6 Data analysis and inte•·prctation 

fhc inlcmnatinn collected \\as analyzed and edited to create consistency and completeness. 

After collecting the questionnaires they were edited for completeness and consistency 

across the respondents to locate omissions. Information obtained from the research study 

\\HS presented and analyzed using bar charts. mrratives, and statistical figures. That is:-

Descriptive statistics: These were used to measure central tendency, variability and 

relationship between variables. They included proportions, mean scores and percentage. 

Summary statistics: These were used in the presentation of analysis. They included use 

ol' mean & percentages. summarized tabulations and fi·equency distribution. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

0\T\ PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

-1.0 Introduction 

., h~ chapll'r is a presentation: interpretation and discussion of the findings. The results 

are presented in form of tables and fl·equency counts and percentage. 

-1.1 Profile of the 1·cspondents 

Table l: Shows the profile of the respondents. 

Respondents Percentage 

Sex 

Male 55 

Female 45 

Total 

.. . - - " 

Marital status 
----- -·--·--------t-------------1 

Single 40 

IV!arri~d 12 60 

Total ' 20 100 

Age 

I '!-24 ) rs 4 20 

- ____ ,_ ----------------·-------1 
10 50 

i .1 1 and nh~)\ c 

-· -- --- ·- ·- -
Educational level 

---·-----·--- ·- --------J,-----------1 

Certi licate 
--·---·- .. -----1'-=--------1 

30 

Diploma 
-- ---- -- --- ---------------------1--c-:::-·-------·----1 

9 45 
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:::::' --•. ·.· ••• ~~,---~=~~=---~ 1-:::-::-:0~---------1 
Source: Primm:r data 2010 

j,,enty liw (25) questionnaires \\ere distributed to the teachers and 20 were filled and 

returned .This therefore represents 80% of the total number of questionnaires that were 

distributed. 

The study cm·ered 20 randomly selected teachers of whom II (55%) were male and 9 

(45%) were Cemale. Of the 20 respondents, 8 (40%) were single while 12 (60%) were 

married. 

The age categor~ of the respondents was divided in three groups that is 19<~4 years were 

4 which was 20'h>. 25-30 were l 0 (50%) and 31 and above were 6 representing (30%) of 

the respondents. 

!"he acalkmic lew! of the respondents was divided in three categories that is certificate. 

diploma and degree. 6 (30%) of the respondents had certificates. 9 (45%) had diplomas 

and 5 (25%) had degrees. 

lntcnic'\\s \\c·re carried nut \\ith 10 parents both male and female. Six 6 of the parents 

\\ere male while four 4 were female. 



Focus group discussions were used to extract data fi·om the pupils. 25 pupils were 

included in the· discussiunui"which 1-t were boys and II girls. 

4.2. Environmental factors 

!he r<.'spondcnts were asked whether environmental factors affect academic performance. 

Table 2: whether environmental factors affect academic performance . 

Response 
. - ----·- ---- ·-r;::;-------------r::-----:------, 

F1·equency Percentage 

i Yes 13 65 

7 

Total 
. --· --··-··----1---------1 

IOO I 2!J 

j __________ --·---__ ,______ ------
Source: Primmy data 2010 

I he tabk shm\ that IJ ( 65%) of the respondents agree that environmental factors aJTect 

"·hool p<-'rrormanec and 7 (35%) disagree. According to the parents the environmental 

factors were am~cting on performance because it is a contributing factor to educational 

achi<.'\Clll<.'nt. In a lc>cus group discussion with the pupils they also agreed that the school 

prm idcd them with lc>od at lunch time and porridge at break time and therefore they 

c'Pncentratcd well in class. 

4.3 Ethnicity and social inequality and academic performance 

!he respondents \\ere asked whether sclmc tribes of people were more educated than 

other,; and this \\as their response. 
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Table 3 sonw tribes are more educated than others 

I Response 
r=----·--------·----,----------.., 

F1·equency Percentage 

Strongly agree 10 so 

,\gree 5 

Strongly disagree 5 

20 

1 Total 
----·-·----- -----+-:-::-::----------1 

20 100 

. - ···-·--·- ____ .J._ ___________ __j_ _________ ___j 

Source: Primm:~· data 2010 

10 (50%) of the respondents strongly agree that some tribes are well educated than 

others. 5 (25%) agree while I (5%) strongly disagree and 4 (20%) disagree. 

-lA Socio· economic factors and school achievement 

I he respondents were asked whether other socio-economic factors were impacting on 

pcrl(m1lance or pupils in class and this was their response 



Table-t whether socio-economic factors leads to poor perfot·mance of pupils in class. 

I Response 
I 

---' --- -- . ----- ----- -------.:=---------------, 
· Frequency Percentage 

t''""~' """'__ ·· ----~---t--:1:-o--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~::s-=-o-=--~~-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_--1---1 

1 Agree 8 40 
i 
1 Str-ongly disagree 

1- -~------ -- ------------ --1---=----------~-----~-~-J--c-:-----------1 

~:~::~~rec-- __ -----~---------+-:-co----~-----+:-:--o------------1 
-

Source: Prinuu:r data 20 I 0 

I 0 (50%) of the respondents strongly agree that poor nutrition leads to poor performance 

of pupils in class while X(40%) agree and 2 (10%) disagree. The parents agreed that 

sncio-ccnnomic Cactors contributed to academic performance because children who are 

healthy arc capable to concentrate in class \\hich leads to performing well. 

The respondents were asked whether children afiected by socio-economic factors do not 

concentratc in class and this \\as their response 
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Table 5 whether children affected by socio-economic factors concentrate in class 

l ·- ~ 

1 Respondents 

--·" 
Strongly agree 

Agree 

Strongly disagree 

Disagree 

Total 

r --------------' Frequency 
I 

Percentage 

----- ----- -------------c--c-_j__ __________ ___j_ ________ _j 

Source: Primal}' data 2010 

Chart 3 

5%10% 
10 

Source: Primm:r data 2010 

75% 

l2ll Strongly agree 

1111 Agree 

o Strongly disagre 

o Disagree 



15(75%) of the respondents strongly agreed that pupils do not concentrate in class 

because of socio-economic factors, 2 (1 0%) agreed while 1 ( 5%) strongly disagreed and 

2( 1 0%) disagreed. the parents said that it was obvious one could not concentrate on an 

empty stomach especially children. The pupils revealed that in some cases when the 

teacher delays them in class and they have to go for lunch they do not concentrate in 

class. They also revealed that in some cases school uniform was a problem to pupils. 

I he respondents were asked whether socio-economic factors contributes to low 

enrollment Llf pupils and this was their response 

Table 6 whcthc1· socio-economic factors contributes to low enrollment of pupils. 

Response Frequency Percentage 

- -~---

Strongly agree 8 40 

·--- ·-· 

Agree 30 

-~--~~ -· 
Strongly disagrer 10 

. 

Disagree 4 20 

Total 20 100 

~-~----

Source: Prinuu:r data 2010 
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The table sh(ms that 8 (40%) of the respondents strongly agree that socio-economic 

contributes to low enrollment of pupils, 6 (30%) agree while 2 (I 0%) strongly disagree 

and 4 (20%) disagree. According to the parents children who are not well fed always fall 

sick and therc·lcm: cannot attend school which means that the enrollment is affected. 

The respondents were asked whether schools which were well facilitated perform better 

than those that are not and this was their response 

Table 7 poor facilities hinders the achievement of education 

Frequency Pet·centage 

- ·-- -- --~------------- ----

!Response 

f i Strongly ag1·ce II 55 
I +-- - -------
,6 30 Agrl'e 

I 
- --------

Strongly disagree - -

-
DisagrN' 3 IS 

Total 20 100 

- - -- --·- -- ----·-··· ----
Source: Prinuu:r data 20 I 0 

The table sho\\s that 11(55%) of the respondents strongly agreed that poor facilities 

hinders the aehiewment or education. 6 (30%) agreed and 3 (15%) disagree. 
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The parents agreed that poor facilities hindered academic achievement in a way that if 

pupils cannot concentrate in class then the performance will not be good which leads to 

repletion and hence school drop out. This means that the goal of government is not 

rL·aliNd that is achicYing education for all. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

S.O. Introduction 

The major purpose of the study was to establish the effects of social economic factors and 

hem they affect academic performance. This chapter focuses on the summary of the 

findings. conclusions and recommendations. Finally the chapter ends with suggestions for 

further research. 

The first objective was to determine the ciTects of social economic factors and how they 

afkct academic performance. The study revealed that education and academic 

pcTiimnance arc adversely atTecled by different social economic factors such as food 

a\ ailability as \\ell clS proper nutrition. They also agreed that nutrition is very important 

in the gnm th and den~lopmenl of children and this is supported by Levinger Beryl 

(2000) that nutritional programs facilitate the growth of a child in all dimensions and 

have considerable long lasting e!Tecls on a child's life. 

J he sec<Hld objective li>cused on poor nutrition and school achievement and 50% of the 

respondents 'trongly agreed that poor nutrition leads to poor performance of pupils in 

cl~1ss. According to Grantham McGregor ( 1991) school attendance and achievement are 

ai"lcctcd h\ a host ,,r \ ariahlcs including the capacity of a child as a biosocial organism to 

process ami respond tn stimuli. The study also reYealed that children from poor families 
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did not p.:rl()nn well in class because of hunger and therefore did not perform well and 

this is supported by F AO (2000) hunger hinders school achievement. 

JilL' third oh.ic'cti\c focused on the relationship between social economic factors such as 

l(unily backgnmnd and the heath of pupils and how they affect performance 30% of the 

rcspondents agreed that they had children who were sick due to malnutrition. According 

to \\110 t 2000) malnutrition in all its forms increases the risk of disease and early death. 

Finally the study focused on the importance of nutrition and 30% of the respondents said 

that nutriti<lll is \Cry important on early childhood and primary education. According to 

lkrkl'ic'\ Seth and Dean Johnson (I 99 I) nutrition is important for a development of a 

country because if children arc healthy they study well and become future leaders. 

5.2. Conclusion 

I he' main purpose of the study was to determine the eiTects of social economic !actors on 

academic performance. It was established that nutrition was very important to the growth 

and development of a child and that poor nutrition led to diseases hence poor school 

a\\cndancc leading to poor performance. Poor nutrition leads to poor performance in class 

a11d childrc·n 11 ho arc hungr) cannot concentrate in class. The study also revealed that 

poor nutrition affected the enrollment of pupils. 



'I he simi: llllllld out that poor nutrition led to diseases and therefore because of diseases 

children cln not pcrfilrm \\ell in schooL The study also found out that nutrition was very 

important and that for a country to develop it had to focus on nutritional programs. 

5._'1. Recommendations 

The government should make sure that it focuses on nutritional and feeding programs in 

schools. 

The parents and the community should be sensitized on the importance proper and stable 

1:1mily background and how they influence child development. 

Pments should make sure that they provide food for their children as they go to school so 

that the) do not t!O hungr) and fail to concentrate in class. 

A topic or subject on nutrition should be taught to the pupils so that as they grow up they 

knm\ the importance of nutrition and how to eat right. 

5.-1 Suggestions fo1· further research 

f'vlore research should be done on the cJTect of nutrition on early childhood primary 

education. 
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APPENDIX I 

BUDGET 

/NO. 

I 
I 

T4:cnviTY ·· 
i 

. -- -

·---- ------·---· 

·-·- -·· ---

il. STATIONAR y 
I 

---- -------· 
'2. IYPINU AND PRINTING 

. 

3. TRANSPORT 

- ... 

i 4. II IVIEALS 
I 

~ .. .. 

' is. I "'r<5roc;c:>'r\ 
·--------

ND AIRTIME 

EOUS 

·-···-. -·----

I 6. . I INTERNET A 

~ 7.--~ --~jMIS~C~ELLi\N 
I ... 
!TOTAL 

COSTS 

-·~~-- ·--~-

Kshs 

-- ~~------~-

3,000 

----
2,500 

2,500 

2,000 

1,500 

--
1,000 

5,000 

·-- . 

17,500 

Ushs 

100,000 

62,500 

75,000 

•. 

70,000 

37,000 

25,000 

125,000 

424,500 

. . ... ---- ~~~ -~-----· 
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APPENDIX II 

TIME FRAME 

I \CTIVIT\ I . 
I Proposal w1 

rield custoi 

--~·~-~-- -·- -~--. 

--OUTPUT PERIOD 

- ·------· 
·iting Sept2010 Proposal submission for approval 

nization Sept2010 initial information collection 

I . 
1 De\doping 

. - -~- ------- ------
instruments Oct 2010 Developing of instruments 

I 
- --~-------- --~----

1 Data collect lOll Nov 2010 Coding and entering of data 

I . - ---
Data analys 

Preparation 

·--·-- ---·--
IS . ~:::,~:10 Analyzing and interpretation of data 

or report Submission of dissertation 

- ------ -
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I k<Jr rcsponcknt. 

APPENDIX III 

Q!iJ::STIONNAIRE FOR TI~ACIIERS 

rm. a stucknt from Kampala International University. Institute of Continuing and 

Distance Learning collecting data in relation to poverty on academic performance on 

pupil~: JJJ l<.cnva. I request ror your cooperation and I promise not to take mw:h fJf your 

Pknsc note that \\e do not mention peoplc·s names to ensure privacy and confidentiality. 

I'ICh WHI<:RE APPROPRIATE 

General in,tructionv 

aJ ! J;,,, qtt•cstionrnrirc is tn be ilikd b) teachers 

h) J'k~""' assiq ami nnswer the appended questions aller reading carefully 

~..:} Pkas ... · 1 ick in the "ipace or choice prO\'icicd 

til \\rite ·.«r>>•ncnts in the provided space where necessary 

1·1 I he !ll!(,nnation collected will be conJidentiallv kept and wili onl; be used ft>r 

academic purpose 

3S 





Female 

B) Age 

-····-- --

Age bracket 
~---· -~-------- ----~--------·.-:=:-:-c-----cc--------c--------~ 

Tick where appropriate 

. --------·-·- -----·--- --· ------------------1 
12-16 years 

18-25 years 
---------- ---· -----------4-------~-----------1 

2) years and abo\ e 
-----------~----------1 

-----------------1-~-~-----------------1 

-------------·-- ---·---------------------

·-----·---- -·-- -----------~---------------' 

Please indicate vottr cducaliona11evel 

- ~--~---~T-=-c---c------c------~-~-----, 

Tick where appropriate 
~ - - - -- -·-~--~ -

/lcducalional class Je,·el 

i----- ---
Class tive 

Class six 

-
Class sev-en 

--- ----- -----~ ·--~~----~-----------

('lass eight 
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PART TWO: IMPACT OF POVERTY ON ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE OF 

PliPILS. 

TICK WHERE APPROPRIATE 

i) Are socio-economic factors affecting academic performance at your school? If yes give 

reasons. 

ii J Is the ministry of education doing enough to address the issue? 

iii) What other I(Jctors are impacting on academic performance of pupils at your school? 

iv)What challenges do pupils encounter in their quest for education at your school? 

\ 1 are sncio-ccnnomic Cac!Ors related to ones background0 



vi) Give ~xmnples of those tribes that are 

a) more educated 

b) less educated 

Give reasons lor this 

\ ii) f-hm docs poverty affect the periormance of your school? Explain 

\iii) IJo bO) S perl(wm better than girJs0 

1 ,_,, ( ) 

I~· yes give reason .............................................................. . 

No ( ) 

lf no gi\'e reason ................................................................ . 
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